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I. Introduction  

This document provides a concise description of Deliverable 3.2 “Release of an upgraded version of 

the Mobile app” of the SMEDATA II project. 

Section II presents the publication of the Application (“the App”) in “Microsoft Store” from where it 

can be freely downloaded and installed on Windows 10 computers and laptops. 

Section III contains a brief description of the specific software elements and features that had to be 

implemented by the upgrade of the Mobile app. 

Then, in Section IV we give a reference to the updated publication in GitHub of the source code of 

the Mobile app.  

Finally, in the Appendix, we provide screenshots taken from a Windows 10 version of the App 

installed on a desktop computer. 

II. Public Access to the Upgraded Version in Microsoft Store 

In essence, the upgrade of the App was primarily aimed at developing a desktop version that can be 

installed on devices running Windows 10, and thus expand the possibilities for its use on more 

platforms and from larger number of users. 

The upgraded Windows 10 version of the Application “GDPR in Your Pocket” was published in 

“Microsoft Store” on 18 November 2021. Thus, the App can be currently freely downloaded and 

installed either on mobile devices from the application stores “Google Play” for Android devices and 

“App Store” for iOS devices or on desktop computers using Windows 10 operating system from the 

“Microsoft Store”. 

In addition, on the website of the SMEDATA II Project are provided links to the Application’s 

distribution package on the three app stores: 

 Google Play Store – https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ApisEurope.SmeData.Mobile  

 Apple App Store – https://apps.apple.com/tc/app/gdpr-in-your-pocket/id1474950057 

 Microsoft Store – https://www.microsoft.com/store/apps/9N13FG496BB7 

The pictures below illustrate the information about the Application “GDPR in Your Pocket” in 

Microsoft store: 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ApisEurope.SmeData.Mobile
https://apps.apple.com/tc/app/gdpr-in-your-pocket/id1474950057
https://www.microsoft.com/store/apps/9N13FG496BB7
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III. Development of the Windows 10 version of “GDPR in Your 

Pocket” Application 

Already in the phase of specifying the requirements for the architecture and functionality of the 

mobile application, the partners in the SMEDATA project had decided to develop it as a hybrid 

application in the Xamarin development environment. The considerations for this were related to the 

fact that: 

1) Hybrid apps save a substantial amount of money, efforts and time that would otherwise have 

to be spent on developing and maintaining separate code bases for different mobile and 

desktop platforms; 

2) Xamarin offers a unified platform that makes development of hybrid apps much more cost 

effective in comparison to native ones. It is a tool for cross-platform app development that 

allows software engineers to share code across three major operating systems – Android, iOS, 

and Windows. 

Despite the fact that the development of the application took place in a single development 

environment, a number of specifics of the desktop platform under Windows 10 had to be taken into 

account. More precisely, the following development tasks had to be performed additionally: 

 Resizing and importing of all images; 

 Creating responsive and desktop-like design for all pages and the application as a whole; 

 Creating custom renderers for visualising some pages and visual elements in the pages; 

 Creating custom functionalities on some of the elements in the application, e.g. customising 

most button controls, toolbar icons etc.; 

 Creating a custom UWP SQLite Service to store and access saved documents and 

application settings; 

 Revision and improvement of some functionalities for UWP platform as bookmarking, links 

redirection, search in documents etc. 

The upgraded version of the Mobile app was released on 18 November 2021 after intensive testing 

and bug fixing. 

In parallel with the development of these specific functionalities, the content of the application was 

supplemented with two new decision support tools in “Guide for SMEs” section: “Are you aware that 

data subjects have the right to be informed?” and “Do you know how to organise the personal data 

protection training in your organisation?”. The Bulgarian, English and French were prepared and 

released in advance with the content update of the App in September 2021 (see Deliverable 3.1). The 

Italian and German versions of the two tools have been added shortly after that. With the current 

upgraded version of the App both decision support tools have been supplied with in-line links to cited 

legislation and expanding comments. 
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IV. Source Code 

1. Authorship and OSS License 

The “GDPR in Your Pocket” application is developed as open-source software by Apis Europa JSC 

in its capacity of a technological partner in the SMEDATA II consortium. The development process 

is part of the activities in Work package 3 of the SMEDATA II project funded by the European 

Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (2014-2020).  

The source code of the mobile application is made publicly available under the European Union 

Public Licence (EUPL, v. 1.1)
1
. 

Unless required by applicable law, software distributed under this license is provided on an "AS IS" 

basis, without warranties or conditions of any kind, either expressly or implied.  

2. Publication in GitHub 

The final source code of the upgraded version of “GDPR in Your Pocket” application is publicly 

available on the software development platform GitHub at the following address: 

https://github.com/apis-bulgaria/SmeData-Project 

 

  

                                                             
1 The “European Union Public Licence” (EUPL) is the first European Free/Open Source Software licence created on the 

initiative of the European Commission. Its text is approved by the European Commission in 22 official languages of the 

EU and published on the Joinup platform: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/eupl/eupl-text-11-12. 

https://github.com/apis-bulgaria/SmeData-Project
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/eupl/eupl-text-11-12
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Appendix: Screenshots from the Windows 10 Version of the App 

 

 

  

Home Screen         Menu 

 

  

“Legal library” section     Legal library => European Union =>Legislation 
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GDPR – Document content      GDPR => Article 6 

  

Legal library => European Union => Case law    Text of Case C-311/18 

  

Legal library => European Union => Guidelines    List of guidelines of the EDPB 
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Legal library => National acts       Legal library => National acts => Germany => Legislation 

  

Text of § 95 of the German Telecommunications Act         Section 203 of the German Criminal Code 

  

Legal library => National acts => Germany => Case law  List of cases of the German Federal Court of Justice 
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German Federal Court of Justice – Case I ZR 7/16     Legal library => National acts => Germany => Guidelines 

  

      National acts => Germany => Guidelines => List of Opinions National acts => Germany => Guidelines => List of Guidelines 

  

“GDPR Dictionary” section     “Guide for citizens” section 
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Guide for citizens => GDPR made simple            Guide for citizens => GDPR made simple => Answer to a 

question 

  

Guide for citizens => Contact with national DPA   Guide for citizens => Frequently asked questions 

  

Guide for citizens => FAQ => Answer to a question         “Guide for SMEs” section 
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Guide for SMEs => GDPR made simple  Guide for SMEs => GDPR made simple => Answer to a 

question 

  

        Guide for SMEs => Decision support tools  First question of the new DSTool on the right to be informed 

  

First question of the new DSTool on personal data protection training  Answers to the questions in the new DSTool 
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    Guide for SMEs => Frequently asked questions   Guide for SMEs => FAQ => Answer to a question 

  

Menu => Useful links     Menu => Search in documents => List of results 

  

      Highlighted encounters of the searched phrase in a document    Menu => Help 
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Menu => About      Menu => Bookmarks 

  

     Menu => Saved documents => User documents   Menu => Saved documents => System documents 

 

 


